Introduction

In 1982, James Q. Wilson and George L. Kelling advanced the “broken windows” theory, which laid the groundwork for a reinterpretation of the decline
of U.S. cities in the postwar period. Instead of focusing on economic restructuring, deindustrialization, suburbanization, and shrinking government budgets
as indicators of urban decline, Wilson and Kelling argued that the behavior
of “disorderly” people in urban space affected the desirability of cities in profound ways and that urban centers had become undesirable because city officials had not adequately dealt with this problem. They described “disorderly”
people as “not violent people, nor necessarily criminals, but disreputable or
obstreperous or unpredictable people: panhandlers, drunks, addicts, rowdy
teenagers, prostitutes, loiterers, and the mentally disturbed.” Ultimately, Wilson and Kelling contended that if tolerated, social disorder could easily mutate
to serious crime and that the authorities had the responsibility of tackling
minor incivilities with the same rigor that they fought dangerous crime. The
“broken windows” theory elevated order-maintenance into one of the most
important functions of city governance.1
The public policy version of the “broken windows” theory, which became
known as order-maintenance policing, was practiced by Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani in New York City between 1994 and 2001. Employing the term
“broken windows” policing and supplementing it with terms such as “qualityof-life policing” and “zero tolerance,” Giuliani and his police commissioners employed strategies of aggressive policing to transform New York into
an orderly city. Police officers targeted low-income “disorderly” populations
who were mostly people of color and displaced them from high-profi le public
spaces. Since the considerably enlarged police force that the Giuliani Administration inherited also reduced serious crime, “zero tolerance” was accepted
as a way to improve urban fortunes. Proponents of the “broken windows”
theory were vindicated as successful urban policy experts. New York City,
which had precipitously declined in the postwar period and become unlivable
according to many observers, became popular once again among middle- and
upper-class people. The city that even in its darkest days remained an epicenter of finance and culture had made a resounding comeback in terms of
mainstream investment, real estate, and quality of life.2
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This book complicates this narrative of urban recovery by providing
a historical perspective on the relationship of city governance and urban
disorder in New York City since 1945. The assumption that the city government of New York began to consider urban disorder as an important
variable in the 1990s is inaccurate. The ordering of urban space has always
been a preoccupation of city administrations in New York City and this
preoccupation intensified in the postwar period because of anxieties about
the direction of the city. However, different governments pursued different
policies, which corresponded to period-specific trends of spatial ordering
and dominant political ideologies. Liberalism, which was the dominant
political ideology in New York City up until at least the 1960s, emphasized
physical solutions to urban disorder, which were based on the production
of orderly individuals and communities through interventions in the built
environment. Liberals believed that the elimination of urban slums and
their replacement with decent housing based on modernist architecture
would make the people living in them orderly, healthy, and productive.
This way of ordering urban space in New York City was discredited in the
1960s as the city continued to decline, crime steadily increased, and the
new modernist housing developments were as disorderly as the ones they
replaced. After the fiscal crisis of 1975, neoliberalism and neoconservatism
became the dominant ideologies of governance in New York City and their
prescriptions of ordering space prevailed. New York became a neoliberal
city with the city government promoting mainstream economic development while cutting budgets and services to low-income populations. Neoliberals believed in the ability of the free market to order individuals and
their activities. However, neoliberals were overwhelmed with the effects
of human displacement visible in public space because of the contraction
of government, the disappearance of manufacturing jobs, and the reduction of housing for the poor. Homelessness and poverty rose to levels never
seen before. Left without an efficient spatial ordering strategy, neoliberals
embraced neoconservative prescriptions such as the “broken windows” theory and order-maintenance policing. Instead of seeking to produce orderly
individuals like the liberals, neoliberals and neoconservatives sought to
banish “disorderly” ones.
The city’s changing urban fortunes were exemplified in October of 2002,
when former mayor Giuliani announced that his consulting fi rm, the Giuliani Group, had agreed to help Mexico City’s police officials design a zerotolerance model of spatial regulation. Mexico City had been considered one
of the most disorderly cities in the Americas with low-income people having
overtaken its central parts. Giuliani was invited to Mexico City by Mayor
Andrés Manuel López Obrador, whose government had joined forces with
a group of powerful businessmen. The businessmen, who wanted to eliminate crime and disorder from the downtown area of their city so that they
could pursue lucrative investment strategies, paid the $4.3 million fee for
Giuliani’s consulting fi rm. Although Giuliani’s involvement in Mexico City
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was criticized by criminologists and journalists in the United States and
Mexico and had no real effect in reducing crime or disorder, what went
unnoticed was the fact that a former New York City mayor was invited
to consult the authorities of another world city. Such an invitation would
have been unusual in 1992, 1982, 1972, or 1962. Indeed, the last time that
leaders of other world cities widely considered a New York City official to
have been implementing successful urban solutions was in the 1950s; that
official was not a mayor but master planner Robert Moses. During this
period, Moses was involved in urban renewal.3
On the surface, urban renewal and zero tolerance appear to be two unrelated public policy processes. Urban renewal refers to a method of urban
redevelopment under which urban areas perceived as slums were bulldozed
and replaced with sizable modernist projects. Zero tolerance refers to a
type of aggressive policing under which the authorities target individuals
who commit minor infractions in public space. Although urban renewal
has been viewed as a way to physically rebuild cities and zero tolerance
has been viewed as a way to reduce crime, both of them also seek to make
urban space more orderly by attacking urban disorder.
This book provides a history of spatial regulation in postwar New
York by utilizing the concept of urban disorder, which is comprised of
two subconcepts, physical disorder and social disorder. Physical disorder encompasses the decayed condition of buildings, streets, lots, and
sidewalks. Social disorder concerns the congregation and activities of
“undesirable” people. In effect, physical disorder is based on the disrepair of the built environment whereas social disorder is based on the
misbehavior of ordinary people in public spaces. The combination of
physical and social disorder, which in this book is referred as urban
disorder, generates an urban space that appears disorderly, undesirable, dangerous, unsanitary, blighted, and in decline. After World War
II, urban disorder became a way to explain the decline of cities in the
United States. Though employed by Erving Goffman, Lyn Lofl and, John
Sampson, and others, the concepts of physical and social disorder were
appropriated and popularized by proponents of the “broken windows”
theory, which argued that visible signs of urban disorder are unacceptable because they make neighborhoods unsuitable for the middle classes
and invite serious criminals.4
Social and physical disorder are politically loaded concepts based on perceptions that encompass the activities of low-income and racialized populations as well as their neighborhoods. For urban elites and public officials,
the employment of these concepts (and related terms) is useful because it
is impossible to reduce all the activities of “disorderly” populations under
the category of crime and categorize the physical condition of all “disorderly” neighborhoods as slums. These uses of “disorder” seek to improve
and enable real estate fortunes, mainstream consumption patterns, statusoriented city life, and capitalist development. They also seek to criminalize
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routine activities taking place in public space under the pretext that they
are a gateway to serious crime.
This narrative questions how urban elites, public officials, and business interests sought to eradicate physical and social disorder in postwar
New York. The eradication of physical disorder became equated with the
rebuilding of a declining New York that was suffering from urban blight.
The eradication of social disorder became equated with making New York
attractive to white middle-class populations by eliminating the “nuisances”
generated by low-income people. Both of these patterns of urban disorder
elimination acquired qualities that defi ned what types of environment and
behavior were synonymous with middle-class respectability and the good
life. Physical environments and social behaviors that did not conform to
these standards suffered. This is because in a sizable and diverse city such
as New York, it is not possible to effectively reduce perceptions of urban
disorder without violating civil and human rights. The effective regulation
of urban disorder requires a strong and determined municipal government
that is willing to displace certain groups of people from their neighborhoods or public space by employing all kinds of legally questionable methods, including the use of brutal force. Without coercion, the efficiency of
fighting urban disorder is compromised.
Strategies to eliminate urban disorder in post-1945 New York fell
into two general patterns. The fi rst pattern, physical solutions, sought to
employ architectural and urban planning strategies so that the physical
landscape of “disorderly” areas would be eliminated and the people living
in them displaced. In postwar New York this pattern was exemplified by
urban renewal. The second pattern, social solutions, sought to disable the
“disorderly” behavior of people in public space through aggressive policing, increased penalties for minor offenses, and exclusionary zoning. In
the 1990s, this pattern was exemplified by order-maintenance or zerotolerance policing. In general, the fi rst pattern has sought a radical rearrangement of space so that the blighted built environments and the people
living in them would disappear, whereas the second pattern has targeted
the disorderly people themselves or the places where they gather for shopping and entertainment.

